
Une exposition mesclun pour un rapprochement des arts autour de la table 
Opening on Tuesday June 14 2016, 5:30 PM. Permanent exhibition thereafter! 

Wilfrid sur Laurier, 222 Laurier Ouest, Montréal, 514 495 4961, wilfridsurlaurier.com 
info@hugobergeron.ca / Find the event on Facebook! 
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Montréal 06.06.2016 
 
Opening on Tuesday June 14 2016, 5:30 PM 
 

To celebrate the arrival of summer we invite artists, friends and all lovers of the 
visual and culinary arts to the opening of a salon style exhibition at the Wilfr id sur 
Laurier restaurant, on Tuesday June 14 at 5:30 PM. This exhibition organized by Hugo 
Bergeron, brings together work by emerging and established Quebec visual artists. 
 

It was customary for artists in the 18th and 19th century to meet, and fill the 
chairs, and then the walls of cafes. This exhibition at the Wilfrid sur Laurier reinterprets 
the tight salon hangings of Parisian cafes at the dawn of modernity. More recently, 
German artist Martin Kippenberger played on these codes and revived this chapter of 
art history with his painting Paris Bar. The title of this work is the namesake of a Berlin 
restaurant, known for the diversity of its collection that hangs wall to wall. To this day, 
the Paris Bar restaurant shows contemporary art. 

 
This exhibition perpetuates Montreal’s appreciation of fine arts and fine food, 

good wine, and friendly conversations at the table. The reason for such a gathering of 
works, in a venue on the fringe of the contemporary art scene, is to share with a wider 
audience a sampling of what young artists are doing today. 

 
Friendly and unpretentious, Une exposition mesclun pour un rapprochement des 

arts autour de la table, is a fun loving presentation that gives zest to the dining area. 
You can add to Wilfrid sur Laurier’s menu, a desire to make accessible, the work of 
quality artists to our clientele enjoying a good meal within our walls. Santé! 
 

 
Marie-Ève Beaulieu Hugo Bergeron Sarah Bertrand-Hamel Simon Bilodeau  
Paul Bourgault  Louis Bouvier  Jason Cantoro Véronique Chagnon Côté  
Jean-Sébastien Denis Pierre Durette Péio Éliceiry Amélie Laurence Fortin  
Pierre-Yves Girard Véronique Isabelle David Lafrance Laurent Lamarche  
Mathieu Latulippe  Alexis Lavoie Virginie Mercure Christian Messier  
Gabriel Morest Frédéric Péloquin Pierre Przysiezniak Nicolas Ranellucci   
Ianick Raymond  Cécile Ronc Anna Stadelmann Jérémie St-Pierre 
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